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EXISTENCE OF STAR-PRODUCTS
ON EXACT SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
by M. DE WILDE and P. B. A. LECOMTE

Introduction.
The study of formal deformations of the Lie algebra structures
associated to symplectic manifolds has been initiated by Flato,
Lichnerowicz and Stemheimer [7], where the case of 1-differentiable
deformations was discussed. The case of differentiable deformations has
been studied by Vey who has obtained [13] such deformations when the
third de Rham cohomology space of the symplectic manifold vanishes.
With the same assumption, Neroslavsky and Vlassov [11] have shown that
the manifold admits star-products, which are special deformations of the
associative algebra of smooth functions of the manifold. As the skewsymmetric part of a star-product induces a formal deformation of the
Poisson algebra, the latter result implies the former. In fact, these results
are equivalent. Indeed, as can be deduced from [9] which is a general
reference for the subject, a symplectic manifold admits a star-product if
and only if its Poisson bracket admits a formal deformation.
Due to the possibility to build up a phase-space formulation of
quantum mechanics in which quantization will manifest itself in a
deformation of the algebra of classical observables [2 for instance], an
important work has been done to obtain and to describe formal
deformations of the Poisson algebra and star-products on symplectic
manifolds whose third de Rham cohomology space is not necessarily
vanishing. In particular, it has been shown that every cotangent bundle of a
parallelizable manifold has star-products [3], next that it is so for any
cotangent bundle [6]. In the present paper, we extend this result to every
symplectic manifold whose symplectic form is exact by constructing a
deformation of the Poisson algebra of these manifolds.
Nijenhuis and Richardson [12] have endowed the space of alternating
multilinear maps from a vector space into itself with a graded Lie algebra
Key-words: Symplectic manifold-Formal deformations-Lie algebra, star-products Derivations.
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structure which they have shown to be particularly useful in the study of
deformations of Lie algebras. In section 1, we construct similarly a graded
Lie algebra structure on the space of all multilinear maps from a vector
space into itself which reduces by antisymmetrization to the NijenhuisRichardson structure. It allows a unified presentation of the theories of
deformations of associative and Lie algebras and it turns out be a very
convenient tool for the study of star-products.
In section 2, we describe the Hochschild and Chevalley cohomology
spaces associated to a symplectic manifold in the precise way which we
need for our purpose. In particular, for exact symplectic manifolds, we
point out properties of the second and third Chevalley cohomology spaces
which are basic for the proof of our main results.
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the existence of star-products on
each exact symplectic manifold. The star-products constructed here have
the special property that they admit non formal derivations. This was the
occasion to classify the non formal derivations of an arbitrary star-product
or formal deformation of the Poisson algebra, thus completing the results
of Lichnerowicz [10]. It turns out (section 4) that the existence of such
derivations is a rather restrictive property : if a star-product admits a non
formal derivation, then the manifold is exact and this star-product is
unique up to equivalence. The situation is similar (but more delicate) for
the formal deformations of the Poisson Lie algebra.
1. Graded Lie algebras associated to a vector space.
DEFINITION. — Let V be a vector space. Denote by M^(V) (p>—l)
the space of (p-\-\)-linear maps from V^'1'1 into V and set
M(V)= © M^(V).
p^-i
For R e M'fV) and S € MW , we define
R V S = 0 if r = - 1 and

R V S e M'-^OO by

(RYS)(Xo,...,x^)
r
=

^ (~"1)"R(-^0»- • •^i-^S^,. . .,.X:f+s),
(=0

if r ^ 0 and we set
R A S = R V S -h (-l)"-^ V R.

X f + , + 1 , . . ., Xy+,)
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The main properties of the bilinear maps V and A from M(V)2 into
M(V) are given in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.1. - If ReNTOQ, SeM^V) and TeM^, then
(i) R Y (S Y T)-(R Y S) Y T^-OTR V (TV S)-(R V T) V S],
(ii) S A R = ( - l / ^ R A S ,
(iii) (-irRA(SAT) + (-1)^8 A(TAR) + (-Q^TACRAS) = 0.
Proof, — (i) follows from straightforward computations, (ii) is
obvious and (iii) is easily deduced from(i).
Remark 1.2. — Properties (ii) and (iii) of A mean that A equippes
M(V) with a graded Lie algebra structure ; (iii) is called the graded Jacobi
identity, it may be written in the following equivalent form
(iii)' (-l) r( (RAS)AT + (-ly^SAT^AR + (-ly s (TAR)AS = 0.
Denote by a: M(V)-^M(V) the antisymmetrization, that is the
projector defined on M''(V) by
a(R)(Xo,.. .,x,) = (l/(r-H)!)E,£,R(^,.. .,x^)
where v runs over the permutations of (0,... ,r) and Ey denotes the
signature of v. Set A^(V) = O^MW) and A(V) = © A^). The
p^-i
products A and [,] defined on A(V) by Nijenhuis and Richardson in
[11] are now given by
R A S=((r+5+l)!/(r+l)!(s+l)!)a(RVS)
and
[R,S] = ((r-h5-hl)!/(r+l)!(s-H)!)a(RAS)
where ReA'CV) and SeA 8 ^. In particular
PROPOSITION 1.3 [12]. — The graded space A(V) is equipped by [,]
mth a structure of graded Lie algebra,
Graded Lie algebra structure of the Hochschild and Chevalley cohomology
spaces
For ^TeM 1 ^, one has
(^A^)(x^,z) = 2(^(^(x,^),z) - jy(x,^(y,z)))
so that M is an associative product on V if and only if M A M = 0.
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Moreover, in this case the Hochschild coboundary operator 8 of the
associative algebra (V,^) is given by
SC^-l^AC
for CeM^fV). We will denote by fl(A) the Hochschild cohomology
space of the associative algebra A = (V,^).
Similarly, as shown in [12], JSfeA^V) is a Lie bracket on V if and
only if [-Sf,-Sf] = 0 in which case the Chevalley coboundary operator 8 of
the adjoint representation of (V,JS?) is given by

ac^-injsf.q
for CeA^). We will denote by H(L) the Chevalley cohomology space
of the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra L = (V,JSf).
We now denote by P a couple (V,^) where 9 is either an associative
product or a Lie bracket on the space V.
In the first case, we set P(V) = M(V), D = A, D = 8 and
H(P) = fl((V,^)) while in the second we set P(V) = A(V), D = [,],
D == 8 and H(P) = H((V,^)). With these notations, we have
PROPOSITION 1.4. - / R e P^V) and SeP'(V), then
D(R D S) = R D DS -h (- WDR) D S.
In particular, the graded Lie algebra structure D of P(V) induces a graded
Lie algebra structure, also denoted by D , on H(P) in which the grading is
the natural grading of the cohomology spaces reduced by 1.
Proof. — Straightforward, using the graded Jacobi identity. The case
of a Lie algebra structure has been given in [12].
Formal deformations of associative and Lie algebras.
The notations are the same as above. We now define the formal
deformations of the algebra P. Denote by E(P,v) the space of formal
series
00

^v = Z v*Xk,
k=0

Xj^eV.
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An element ja^ of MP(E(P,v)) is said to be formal if it is of the form

<: (4°>,.. .,^>) - f v*
k=0

£

A^\. . .,;a

r+so+...+s-=k

where A, e M^fV) for each r ^ 0; A,, is called the r-th component of j^v
and we write
^ v = £ v*A,.
k=0

If ja/v, ^/(°\ ..., ^y are formal maps, then the composed map
^/^(s/^, ..., j3/°°) is obviously a formal map and its k-th component
reads
<«°\...,^),=

£

A,(A^),...,Aa.

r + S Q + . . .+Sp=sk

In particular, for formal 3t^ and ^v
(^D^),= S

RrDS,.

r+s=k

We now define the formal deformations of the algebra P. A formal
map ^v e P1 (V) is a formal deformation of P if Co = ^ and if
^ D ^v == 0 (^is last condition means that ^ ls an associative or a Lie
algebra structure on E(P,v) according as SP is an associative or a Lie
algebra structure on V). In a similar way ^y is a formal deformation of
order k of P if Co = 9 and (^ D ^,), = 0 for f = 0, ..., fe.
One may try to construct a formal deformation of P step by step:
starting with ^0) = ^ and having constructed a formal deformation

^) = £ v-c,
1=0

of order k, one tries to find Cj^+i such that ^ k + l ) = ^) -h v^Ck+i is
a formal deformation of order k + 1. In this procedure, the following
well-known proposition is useful [9, § 3 and 5 for instance]. Its proof is just
a matter of computations. We indicate how the above formalism makes it
straightforward.
PROPOSITION 1.5. — A bilinear formal map

^ = £ v-c,
»=0
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where QeP1^ and Co = ^ is a formal deformation of order k of P if
and only if
2DC,=J,,
Vf^k,
where
J , = $: C.DC,.
r+s=l
r,s>0

C/mfcr these conditions, DJ^+i = 0.
Proof. - The map ^ is a formal deformation of order fe if and
only if
WD^),= ^ C , D C . = ^ D C , + C . D ^ + ^ C.DC,
r+s=i

r+s=»
r,s>0

= - 2DC, + J,
vanishes for i = 0, ..., k. Hence the first part of the proposition.
By the graded Jacobi identity for the graded Lie algebra M(E(P,v)),
we have
^DC^D^^O.
Taking the (k+l)-th component, we get

Co n J.+i + Z

c, D w n ^s = o.

r+s=Jk+l
r,s>0

Hence the result.
2. Cohomology.

The Hochschild cohomology of the algebra of functions.
Let M be a smooth connected, Hausdorff and second countable
manifold. Denote by ^f(M) the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on M
and by N the algebra of smooth real valued functions on M the product
of which will be denoted by M . All the objects on M considered in the
sequel are assumed to be smooth.
A map C e M^N) is local if
supp C(uo,.. .,Up) c: Q supp Ui
»<p
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where supp denotes the support. It is said to be vanishing on the constants
(in short nc) if C(iio,.. .,Mp) = 0 when u, is constant for some i ^ p. As
easily seen, the Hochschild coboundary operator 8 of N stabilizes the
space Mioc(N) [resp. Mioc^(N)] of all CeM(N) which are local [resp.
local and vanishing on the constants]. The corresponding cohomology space
will be denoted by fiioc(N) [resp. fl^(N)].
PROPOSITION 2.1. [13]. - The spaces fi^(N) and fl^^(N) are
isomorphic to the space ofcontravariant ske\v-symmetric p-tensor fields of M.
Given a p-tensor T, we set
CT(MO,. . -,Mp-i) = T(A<o,.. .,^p-i).

Given a cocycle CeMfoc^N), a(C) is nc and of order 1 in each
argument, hence it is of the form Cj for some p-tensor T. Moreover
C — a(C) is a coboundary. The isomorphism of the above proposition
maps the class of C onto T.
In view of proposition 1.4, the space ofcontravariant skew-symmetric
tensor fields of M has a graded Lie algebra structure defined by
CTAT=a(CTACr).
If T is a p-tensor and T' a ^-tensor, it can be shown that

T A T = ((p+^Oi/p^X-i^^rr/r]
where [T,T] is the Nijenhuis-Schouten bracket of T and T'.
The Chevalley cohomology of the Poisson algebra.
We now suppose that M is a symplectic manifold of dimension m > 2.
We denote by L [resp. L*] its Lie algebra of symplectic [resp.
Hamiltonian] vector fields, by F its symplectic form and by pthe
canonical isomorphism between the spaces of contravariant and co variant
tensor fields of M induced by X-^ - i(X)F on Jf(M).
Given two vector spaces E and E', C^EyE') is the space of p-linear
alternating maps from E" into E\ In particular, C^^N.N) = A^N).
For CeC^JftM^N), we define ^CeC^.N) by
(H*C)(uo,.. .,u,-0 = C(X^,.. .,X^)
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where Xy = [i~1 (du) is the Hamiltonian field corresponding to M. As
usual, we put A = u^F. The Poisson bracket of u, v eN is thus given
by
P(u,v)= A(du,dv).

It is well-known that P equippes N with a Lie algebra structure, called
the Poisson algebra of the symplectic manifold (M,F).
The Chevalley coboundary operator 8 of the adjoint representation of
the Poisson algebra N stabilizes the space Aioc^(N) of local cochains on
N vanishing on the constants. We will denote by Hio^(N) its
cohomology space. Let 8' be the Chevalley coboundary operator
associated to the representation of Jf(M) by Lie derivatives on the space
A(M) of differential forms on M. It is easily checked that, for cochains
with values in N = A°(M),
(1)

n* o ff = 8 o n*.

Moreover Q e A^M) can be viewed as an element of CP(3^(M)^). With
that identification, Q'Q = dCl (d: the exterior differential).
Let us now give some basic examples of cocycles for 9.
(i) In view of (1), if C is a p-cocycle for S ' , then H*C is a cocycle for
9. In particular, p*ft is a cocycle for 9 provided that dCl = 0. Observe
that for X € L, the cocycle u ->• L^u is of that type, the corresponding
closed 1-form ft being i^F.
Given a connection 1-form 9 on the principal bundle of linear frames
TC : L(M) -^ M of M, one may construct Te 6 Ci^C^M^N) such that
3'Te = Te is the representative associated to 0 of the image by the ChemWeil homomorphism of the symmetric function on gl(m,R)
(Ao,Ai,A2,A3) -> a tr AoAiA2A3
(where a denotes the symmetrization). The cohomology class [ie] of 19 is
thus the first trace-class of M. If [19] = 0, adding to Te a suitable 3form, we obtain a 3-cocycle Te for 9' which is never exact [5].
(ii) If 0 is a p-cocycle for 9' valued in A^M), then
H'<D = H^A.O)
where < , ) indicates the dual pairing is clearly a cocycle for 9. It has
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been shown [5] that there is a A^M^valued 2-cocycle Oe such that
^*(^e)x,Y = trJSfx9 A ^?9
where ^9: Jf(M) -^ A^LCM^lOn.R)) maps X onto Lx*9,X* being
the canonical lift of X on L(M). When the connection F associated to 9
is symplectic, the corresponding cocycle n'Oe is th^ well-known cocycle S?
of Vey[13,9 for a more classical construction ofS?].
We are now in position to describe the spaces Hg^(N), p = 2,3 in
the precise way needed in the sequel.
PROPOSITION 2.2 [8]. - Each cocycle
decomposition

C6C^.^(N,N)

has a

C = rn'^e + n*ft -h 8E

where r e R and fteA^M) is closed. Moreover the mapping
[C] -^ (r,[Q])([ ] denoting cohomology classes) is an isomorphism between
Hfoc.nc(N) and R x HjeRham(M). In particular, if n*ft = 9C for
QGA^M) and CeCii,^(N,N), there exists n'eA^M) such that

u*n = a^ty.

PROPOSITION 2.3 [4,8]. - (i If [ie] = 0, each cocycle CeC^N.N)
has a decomposition
C = H'(<De A fxF) + H^rTe+Q) + ^E

wA^re X e L , r e R and n6A 3 (M) 15 closed. Moreover, the mapping
[C] -^ ([X],r,[ft]) is an isomorphism between H^c nc(N) anri
(L/L*)xRxH^^(M).
(n) V ^e] ^ 0, the same conclusion holds with r = 0, Hi^^,(N) fc^ng
isomorphic to (L/L*) x H^Rham(M).
COROLLARY 2.4. - 77i^ spaces Hf^JN), p = 2,3, are spanned by
cohomology classes of cocycles of the form \i*C and H'<D .
The case of exact symplectic manifolds.
We now suppose that M is an exact symplectic manifold. This means
that F is an exact form. It is of course equivalent to the existence of
^e^f(M) such that L^F = F.
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The main properties of such a ^ used in the sequel are summarized in
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.5. - If ^e^f(M) is such that L^F = F, then
(i) L^ o 8 = 8 o L^ - 8,
(ii) L^X,=X^-X,. VU(=N,
(iii) L^C = u*L^C - p^C, VC eC^J^M^N),
(iv) L^'O = u'L^ - (p+ l)n'0, V<D e (^(.^(M^A^M)).
Proof. - If CeA^M), 5C = {-IHP.C]. Thus, since L^P = - P,
L^C=(-inL^,[P,C]]
= (-1H[L^,P],C] -h [P,[L^,C]]) = - 8C -h 5L^C
by the graded Jacobi identity. Similar computations achieve the proof.
It follows from the previous proposition that L^ maps cocycles and
coboundaries onto cocycles and coboundaries respectively. This means that
for each fe, L^ + k induces a linear map from H^ ,ncCN) mto itself. We
will denote this map also by L^ + k.
Observe moreover that since
L^ o 8' = 8' o L^
and
L^ = i ^ o Q ' + 3'o i^, proposition 2.5 shows that for cocycles
DeaWNaN) and <De C^JfCM^A^M)), (L^+p)^D and
(L^+(p+l))H'e> are the coboundaries of ^llt^D and n'l^ respectively.
PROPOSITION 2.6. - / k ^ 2,3 [re5p. k ^ 3,4], (/i^n L^ -+- k is a
bijection from Hi^.^(N) [resp. Hi^.ncOT] into itself.
Proof. - Assume that k ^ 2,3 and let
C = r^'Oo + H*Q + 8E
and
C' = r^'Oe + ^f + 5E'
be cocycles. One has (L^k)C = (fc-3)r^/^>e + (k-2)n*tl + ^E". Thus,
in view of proposition 2.2, (L^ + fc)C and C' are cohomologous if and
only if r' == (fe-3)r and Q' = (k-2)fl. This shows that for k ^ 2,3,
L^ -h k: Hfoc.ncCN) -^ H^^CN) is a bijection. Using proposition 2.3,
similar computations show that for k ^ 3,4, L^ -h k is a bijection from
H?oc.nc(N) into itself.
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Hfoc.nc(N,N)^H^^(N,N) is Rfci'^].

kernel
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of

L^ + 3 :

COROLLARY 2.8. - Let AeCi^.n<,(N,N) be a cocycle and
BeCi^(N,N). Assume that (L^+fe)A = 8B.If k + 3,4, there exists
CeC^.nc(N,N) such that A = 8C and ( L ^ - h k - l ) C - B 15 a
coboundary. Such a C is unique up to a coboundary.
Proof. - Since L^ + k is injective on
coboundary of some C\. One has then

Hi^c.ncCN),

A is the

a((L^+k-l)Ci-B)==0.
Thus, the surjectivity of L^ + k - 1 on H^.nc means that for some
cocycle €2, (L^k-l^C^C^) - B is a coboundary. The cochain
Ci + C^ has the properties required for C.
The uniqueness of C up to a coboundary results immediatly from
proposition 2.6.

3. Existence of formal deformations
of the associative or Lie algebra N.
Formal deformations of the Poisson algebra.
We will only deal with formal deformations
^v = £ v*C,
k=0

of the Poisson algebra (N,P) where the cochains Cj, are local and
vanishing on the constants.
Let T, = ^vT.eM^N.v)) be formal. If To = 1, the identity
map on N, then T^ is non singular and T^~1 is formal. Moreover, if, for
each k > 0, T^ is local and vanishing on the constants, then so does
(T71)^. In this case, if JS^ is a formal deformation of (N,P), then this is
also the case for
T^: (M, ,iv) ^ T,(^((T,- ^.T,- \)).
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Two formal deformations ^ and ^ are said to be equivalent if
^ = T*^ for such a T\,
Denote by © the element of M°(E(N,v)) defined by
®(Mv)= £ v*(2k-l)^.
As easily checked, for a formal j< = Ev^AfceNP^N.v)), [©,j^J is
formal and its k-th component is (2k-t-p)Ak.
In the sequel, we will deal with non formal linear maps from E(N,v)
into itself of the form 3 = ^ + 0, where ^ is a formal map whose
components D^ are local and vanishing on the constants. Such a map Q
will be called of type ©.
LEMMA 3.1. - Ifa formal deformation -Sf^ of (N,P) has a derivation Qi
of type © , then F is exact. Do = L^ w/M?r<? L^F = F and Ci is of the
form rn'^e -+• ^E for some E e Mioc^(N).

Proof. - Observe that 2 is a derivation of JSf^ if and only if
[^,^J=0.
The first and second components of this equality read [Do,P] + P = 0
and [Do,Ci] -h 3Ci = 8D^. From the first and from the structure of the
local derivations of P, it follows that Do = L^ with L^F = F. From
the second and from remark 2.7, we see that Ci is of the announced form.
Remark 3.2. - Recall that the cohomology class of n'^e ^es not
depend on the connection 1-form 9. Therefore, the cohomology class of
Ci is also independent of 9. We call it the class of ,S^.
THEOREM 3.3. — Let (M,F) be an exact symplectic manifold. For each
r e R and E e C^c. nc(N,N), there exists a formal deformation
^ = P + v^'Oe+^E) + £ v*Cfc
k>\

of (N,P) which admits at least one derivation of type ©.

Proof. — We prove by induction on k
C,6C^(N,N) and D.eCL^(N.N) such that

^ =1=0i v^,

the existence of
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is a formal deformation of order k of (N,P) and such that, if

^ w = ^ vD.+e,
»=o

then
(2)

[^w^=o,

Vf^k.

Choose ^ such that L^F = F and set Co = P, Ci = rn'<&e 4- 9E and
T^

T

A

Do = H. As

(L^+3)Ci = a(r^$e+L^E+2E),
setting DI = r^'i^e + L^E + 2E, (2) is true for k = 1. Assume it is
also verified for some k > 1. By the graded Jacobi identity, we have
[^w W, J^]] = 2[[^>, W, j^W].
The (k-\-\)-th component of this equality reads
(L^+2k+4)J^ = 2 3

^

[C,,DJ

r+s=k+l
r,s>0

where

J^i= Z

[c,,cj.

r+s=k+l
r,s>0

As JS?^ is a formal deformation of order k, Jj^+i is a cocycle (prop. 1.5).
Thus, by corollary 2.8, there exist C^i and D^i such that
Jfc+i = 23C^+i and
(L^+2k+3)C^i =

$;

[C,,DJ + 8D^,.

r+s=k+l
r,s>0

Thus ^+l) -h v^-^^k+i is a formal deformation of order k + 1 of
(N,P) and the last equality implies that
[QW + v^^D^i,^^1)], = 0 ,

VK k + 1.

Hence the result.
Let JS?Y be a formal deformation of (N,P) and let X e L be given. If
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U c M is open and contractile, then X|u = X^ for some fe N, defined
up to a constant. Following [10], we define ^(^^(N.v)) by
(3)

D^(^)|u=^(/^v).

Since the components of J^ are vanishing on the constants, D^ is welldefined. Observe that it is a formal map with Do = Lx and that it is a
derivation of the Lie algebra (E(N,v),^fJ. More details on those
derivations will be given in the next section.
THEOREM 3.4. — Two formal deformations of (N,P) admitting
derivations of type © are equivalent if and only if they have the same class.
Proof. - (i) Assume that J^ and J^ are equivalent, that is
^ = T*JS?, for some T^ = 1 + ^ v^ where the T^5 are local and
k>0

vanishing on the constants. As
(T^)i=C,-cn\,

we see that -Sty and ^ have the same class.
(ii) Assume now that J^ and JSf^ h^e the same class and admit
derivations of type © ^ and Q)' respectively. From lemma 3.1, it follows
that Do = L^ and Do = L^ where ^eJf(M) are such that
L^F = L^F = F. Since Xo = ^ - ^ e L, we may assume that ^ = ^
by replacing Q' by W — Qf^.
Suppose then that C; = C, and D;. = D,, Vi < k.
The k-th component of the equality [Q',^] - [^,-^J = 0 reads,
setting a = Q - Q and P = D^ - D^,
(L^+2fc+l)a=3p.
On the other hand, the k-th component of [J^v^v] - [«^v^v] = 0
shows that SQL = 0. If k = 1, a is a coboundary because JSf^ ^d °^v
have the same class. If k > 1, it follows from proposition 2.6, that a is
also a coboundary. Thus by corollary 2.8, a = 9E for some
EeCL.nc(N.N) and
3((L^+2fe)E-P)=0.
Therefore
D, = D, +(L^+2k)E -hLx
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for some X € L. We may assume that X = 0, by replacing W by
Of' -9^\

Set then Ty = 1 + v^E. As easily seen,
(T*^),=C,,

Vi^k

and T^o^'oT^- 1 = ^ -+- 0 where 3^ is formal, local, nc and such
that
(^).=D,,

Vf^k.

It is then easily seen that the initial .Sfy and .Sty are equivalent by a
formal map which is the product of maps of type 1 + v^E^.
Star-products.
A formal deformation
M^ = M + KP + ^ ^Q
k=2

of the associative algebra (N,^) is a w^ak star-product it for each k > 1,
Ck(v,u) =(—1)^(11,1;), Ck is local and €2^+1 is vanishing on the
constants. It is a star-product if C^ also vanishes on the constants for
k > 1. We set Co = M and Ci = P.
Equivalence of star-products is defined in the same way as equivalence
of formal deformations of (N,P): M'^ = T?^ for some formal map
T\ : E(N,^) -^ E(N,X) of the form T\ = 1 + E ^ where the T^s are
k>l

local and vanishing on the constants. For weak star-products, the Tj^s are
no more required to vanish on the constants.
Clearly, if ^ is a weak star-product, then
J^(u,r) = [(K/2)(^(u,v) - ^(v,u))}^

is a formal deformation of (N,P), We will say that JSf^ derives from ^^.
Observe that if M^ = ^^C^ then ^ = E^C^k+i.
k

k

The question to know whether a formal deformation of (N,P) derives
from some weak star-product has been solved by Lichnerowicz [9,§ 16].
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His result is obtained by a pretty long proof, checking the result for
M = R" and globalizing it by a careful analysis of equivalences. It seems
to be worth to give a direct proof inspired by the Neroslavsky-Vlassov
existence theorem [11]. Recall the cocycle S? = n'^e associated to a
symplectic connection F of M of connection 1-form 0.
THEOREM 3.5 [9]. - A formal deformation
^v = Z v^i
k=0

of (N,P) derives from a weak star product M^ if and only if

€3 = s?/3! + n*n + BE
where dQ = 0. The weak star-product M), is unique.
Proof. - (i) It is known that, given a symplectic connection r, the
most general weak star-product of order 3 reads
M + ^P + W?/2-h8E) + ^(S?/3! + ^Cl + SE)

where EeC^(N,N) and QeA^M). If it extends to a star-product of
order 4, ft must be closed. Hence the form of €3 in J^.
(ii) Assume now that €3 is of this type and let us prove that -S^
derives from a weak star-product. To do that, we show that, if
2k- 1

^\= 2^ ^*Ci
(=0

is a weak star-product of order 2k- 1, by modifying C^.^ if
necessary, there exists
C^eC^^,^)
such that
M^ -h ^Czt + ^"^C^-n is a weak star product of order 2k + 1. The
induction starts with k = 2, the case k = 1 being obvious by (i).
The two key steps in the Neroslavsky-Vlassov existence theorem are the
following:
(a) (^xA^)2k = 28A for some symmetric AeC^ ^,(N,N) if and
only if [-Sfv,^Jk-i = 0 ;
(b) if M'^ is a weak star-product of order 2fe, there always exists some
antisymmetric B e Cf^ »,(N,N) such that (^ A M'^^ i = 28B.
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Moreover [^,^vL - 23B = ^ for some T^eA^M) if ^ derives
from J(\.
We thus obtain
A
and
B e C^.ncC'^N)
such that
M^ 4- X^A + X^^a is a weak star-product of order 2k + 1 and that
Z

[C^l,C^l]=2<9B+^ al( T^.

i+j^k
ij>0

The left-hand side also equals 28C^ +1. Thus 23(C2k-n-B) = H*T|. By
proposition 2.2, taking account of the form of €3,
C^+i = B + 2aC3 + H*Q' + 3E'
for some a e R , some ft'eA 2 (M) and some E' eCl^ncWN)- It is now
a trivial matter to show that
^ _ 5^-W + ^(aCa+A+SE') + ^ 2 k + l C2k+l
is a weak star-product of order 2k + 1.
(iii) Uniqueness follows from corollary 3.7 below.
Part (i) of next lemma is a slight improvement of a result of [10], while
part (ii) is implicitly contained in the proof of the previous theorem in [9].
LEMMA 3.6. - Let M + XP -h ^C^ + ^Ca be a weak star-product
of order 3 and let A, B belong to Ci^CN.N).
(i) if P A A = 0, then A = aM for some a e R .
(ii) if, in addition,
^AB-hC2AA=0
and
PAB+C3AA=0

or

PAB+CaAA+^AAA^,

then A = 0 and B = fc^ /or some b e R.
Proof. — (i) Denote by CT the symbol of A (in the lexicographical
order) and by (ro,ri) its bi-degree. We have to show that ro = r^ = 0 .
Suppose that A ro > 0. If r^ > 1, the symbol of P A A as a function of
i;, TI, ^ is A(^)a(^n), if r, = 1, it is A(^)a(^ri) + A^M^;)
and if r^ = 0, it is A(^,ii)a(^).
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In all cases, PA A = 0 obviously implies that a = 0. Thus y-o = 0.
A similar proof shows that r^ = 0. Now A = fM for some fe N and
PA A = 0 implies that / is constant.
(ii) A = aM by (i); thus A A A = 0 and the second equation of (ii)
reads
0 = P A B + CaAA = PA(B-flC:2)
because CaA^T + C^AP = 0. By (i), B = aC^ 4- bM for some f c e R .
The first equation of (ii) becomes
0 = ^ A B + C^AA = 2a^AC2
which implies a = 0 since M ACa = — P A P ^ O . Hence the result.
COROLLARY 3.7. — Z^r

^ he a weak star-product and let

oo

^x = E ^A^eM^N,^)) w^r^ the A^s are local. If ^A^ = 0
k=0

or 2^A^ + J^A^ = 0, (fcen ^ = 0. 7n particular, if ^ ^n^s
^•om •^ and ^<^, ^n ^^ = *^.
Proo/. — If At is the first non vanishing term of ja^, taking the
terms of order 2k -h 1, 2 ^ + 2 and 2k 4- 3 of ^A^ = 0 or
2^A^ + ja/^A^ = 0 , we see by lemma 3.6, that A^ = 0. Hence a
contradiction.
If -Sf^ derives from M^ and ^, setting M^ = ^ + ^, we have
0 = ^A^ - M^M^ = 2^A^ + ^xA^,
hence the result since ^ is of the above-mentioned type.
A further useful result of [9] is
LEMMA 3.8. — If J(^ is a weak star-product, its terms C^ have the
form C^+a^, ^ith €2^ e Ci^^N.N) and Oa^eR.
Denote by n the element of M°(E(N,^)) defined by
^0- £ k^u,.
k=0

As easily checked, for a formal ^x = £ ^W^eNl^E^,^)), TcA^ is
k
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formal and its k-th components is fcA^.A linear map from E(N,^.) into
itself of the form ^ + TC, where ^ is formal, local and nc will be
called of type n. Note also that if ^ = ^ T^Aj, is a formal map, then
j^2 denotes the formal map ^ ^A^. k
^

THEOREM 3.9. — Let J^y be a formal deformation of (N,P) admitting a
derivation 3> = ^ + © qf^pc ©. Tjfr/u? ctos of J^ is [S?]/3!, r/i(?n ,S^
derives from a unique star-product ^. Moreover, the map of type n
W = 3)i + 7t 15 a derivation of M-^.
Proof. — It follows from theorem 3.5 that ^ derives from a unique
weak star-product .^. We have to show that M^ is a star-product and
00'

00

that ^'A^ = 0. Set M^ = ^ ^C^ and ®v = Z v^. One has
k=0

k=0

(^'A^0^= ^ D,AC^ + 2kC^,
r+s==k

(^'A^O^^i = S D,AC2,+i+(2fc+l)C^+i
r+s=k

and
[®,^J, = S [D,,C^J + (2k+l)C,,^ = (^A^)^+i
r+s=k

because, for DeM°(N) and CeM^N), D A C = [ D , C ] . As Q is a
derivation of J^y, [^,JSfJk = 0 hence the odd components of Q)' A ^
are vanishing. It follows then from corollary 3.7 and from the identity
J^A(^'A^) = 0
that W A M^ = 0.

Recall that Do = L^, where ^ is such that L^F = F. Assume that
C^i is nc for i < k. In view of lemma 3.8, C^ = C^ -h fl2k^ ^h
^teCi^cCHN) and ^ k ^ R . Thus
0 = ( ^ ' A ^ ) ^ = Z D,AC^+(L^2k)C^+2ka2^
r4-s=fc
r>0

yields a^ = 0. Since €3 is nc, it follows by induction on k that the
Cat's are nc. Hence the result.
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4. Derivations.

The case of star-products.
The formal derivations of star-products and of formal deformations of
(N,P) have been determined in [10]. It has been seen in § 3 that, when F is
exact, there exist star-products and formal deformations which admit some
special type of non formal derivations. We describe here the space of all
derivations for arbitrary weak star-products and, if M is non compact, for
arbitrary formal deformations of (N,P).
Denote by ^ a weak star-product, by der ^ its algebra of
derivations and by der^ M), its subalgebra of formal derivations. For
X e L , with the notation of (3),
<' = ^Iv^

where JSfy is the formal deformation of (N,P) deriving from M), belongs
to der^ M-^ and its 0-th component is Lx.
Suppose now that M^ is a star-product and let Q be a derivation of
^. It stabilizes the center of E(N,X,) which is E(R,X), R being

identified with the center of N. In particular, a^ = ^(U) e E(R,X). Since
Xt^ = .^(U,i^), one has
^(^) - ^W = flx 0 ^

where
00

^°MX = E v*
k=0

^ a,Uj.
i+j=k

It is easily seen that <? e M°(E(N,X)) is formal if and only if
S(ku^) = ^(uQ for each u^ 6 E(N,^). On the other hand, defining
n ' : E(N,^) ^ E(N,^): ^ -^ f ^-^Mk,
k=l

one has ^(XM^) — Ajc'(i^) = u^. Thus Of — a^ o n' is formal:
3 = 3^ 4- a^ o n',

with ^ = £ ^Dk.
k=0
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Taking u^ = u e N and i\ = y e N, the 0-(/i component of
9 A .^(u,t;) = 0 shows that Do A M -I- do? = 0. Since Do A M is
symmetric, it follows that OQ = 0. Setting a^ = ^, we get
Q = ^ + a^ o K .

The second component of
^ A ^^ = 0
gives us
Do A P + a'oP -h DI A jy = 0. We have already seen that Do A M = 0,
thus Do = Lx for some Xe^(M). If OQ = 0, the antisymmetric part
of the proceeding equality reads [Do,P] = 0 , hence X e L . Then
Q - 3)^ = \Q)' is a new derivation of M^.
If ^ is not formal, Q' is not formal. By induction, we find thus a
derivation 3)" = Qs'-i + a^on with a'o ^ 0; a^ admits an inverse <\ in
E(R,^.). Then b^ o 3)" is another derivation
(4)

<?=<?,+7i,
00

where <?x = E ^^k

ls

formal.

k=0

Now, for our initial Q, Q — d-^Q S is formal and still a derivation.
We are thus left to describe the formal derivations. This was done in [10] by
the argument we have used here in the case when OQ = 0. It shows that, if
Q-^ is a formal derivation,
^ x = Z ^<" (X,eL, Vfe).

Let us now try to find out which star-products admit non formal
derivations. Let us take the non formal S obtained in (4).
We may assume that the odd components of S-^ are vanishing. Indeed,
assume that E^_i = 0 for / < k. One has
0 = ( ^ A ^ O ^ - l = = B ^ - l A ^ + E E^AC2.-i+(2k-l)C^-x.
r+s=k
s>0

The symmetric part of this equality reads E^-1 A M = 0. Similarly, the
antisymmetric part of (S^A^^k = 0 reads E^-i A P = 0. This shows
that Ezk-i = Lx for some X e L . Thus 0^-^\f-i = 0 for £ < k.
The result follows by induction.
We need the following lemma, partly in [10].
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LEMMA 4.1. - (i) If E€M°(N) and if 8E is local, then E is local;
5E is nc if and only if E 15 nc.

(ii) Let M be non compact and E belong to M°(N); if 8E is local, E
is local; if 8E is local and nc, E = E + al, mth Enc and acR', if
moreover [F] = 0, then there exists E' e Mi°^^(N) such that 8E = 8E .
Proof. - (i) is contained in [10], as well as the first part of (ii). If 8E is
local and nc, E = E +/.1 for some EeM^.n^N) and some / e N .
Then \i* df A 1 = 5E - 5E -+- fP is nc, thus df = 0 and / is constant.
If [F] = 0, F A = Ao for some (o, hence P = u*F = 8\i*w and
8E = ^E-AI*®).
Let us come back to the non formal derivation S = S-^ + n for which
we may assume that E^_i = 0 for ^ > 1. Each E^ is local and nc.
Indeed, we have already seen that it is true for Eo. If it is true for
E^<k), it is true for E^ using (Sb.M^ = 0 and lemma 4.1 (i).
If

J5?y

is

the

formal

deformation

which

derives

from

00

^\^

sl

= E ^ik + © is a derivation of type © of ^fy-

It

follows

k=0

then from lemma 3.1 that F is exact.
Conversely, by theorem 3.3 and 3.9, if F is exact, there exists a starproduct with a non formal derivation.
If two star-products M), and M'^ admit non formal derivations, the
corresponding formal deformations JSf^ and ^ admit a derivation of
type ©. Having the same class (thm. 3.5), they are equivalent (thm. 3.4):
^=T*JSfv. Then ^ derives from both M^ and T^i,, hence
(thm. 3.9) ^ = T^;,.
The preceeding results are summarized in the following:
THEOREM 4.2. — Let (M,F) he a symplectic manifold.
(i) If [F] + 0, for each star-product M^ of (M,F)
der^, = der,^, = { f ^^?l: X ^ e L , Vk}.
lk=o
J

(ii) /f [F] = 0, there exists a unique equivalence class M of starproducts admitting non formal derivations. If ^ € M, it admits a derivation
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^n of type Q)i + n where Q^. is formal, local and nc. Moreover
der M^ =.dei\ M^ © E(R^,X).
The case of weak star-products.
If ^ is a weak star-product, it follows easily from lemma 3.8 that
there exists a star-product M^ and a^eE(R,^) such that OQ = 1 and
M^ = T^.^, where T^ = flx°^r Then Of is a derivation of ^ if
and only if T^ is a derivation of ^. Since a^eE(R,5l),
T^TC = n + T^, where
f c x = £ ^k
k=0

£ X-(0x-1),.
i+;=fc

It is now a trivial matter to formulate the analogue of theorem 4.2, for
weak star-products, the only difference being that in the derivation
^ = ^2 + n, Q^i is still formal and local, but no longer nc.
The case of formal deformations.
We shall assume that M is not compact. If it is compact, on one side
there exist some non local derivations which, even when they are formal,
are uneasy to handle (see [10]). On the other side, we are specially interested
in exact manifolds, which are never compact.
LEMMA 4.3. — If M is not compact and if JSfy is a formal deformation
of (N,P), then the algebra E(N,v) is equal to its derived ideal.
Proof. — The so-called Calabi's lemma states that, given U open in
M, if suppu c M \ U , there exist u,,i\.eN with support in M \ U such
n

that u = £ P(Ui,Vi) [see 1]. It is important to note that the Vi's and the
1=1
number n can be fixed independently of u.
n

For Mv€E(N,v), one has, for suitable u°, UQ = £ P(M°,^) hence
n

i=l

My — £ -Sfv(u°,i;,) = vi4. Repeating the argument with Uy and
1=1
continuing by induction, we obtain elements t^€E(N,v) such that
n

1=1

" v = E ^("i.v.fi).
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We denote by derJSf^ the algebra of derivations of JSf^ and by
dei\, JSf^ lts subalgebra of formal derivations.
THEOREM 4.4. — Let M be a non compact manifold and e^ be a
formal deformation of (N,P).
a) If JSf^ is equivalent to P,
der, J^v = { Z v* D, : D, e der (N,P)l
lk=0

J

and
der JSf, = der, J^ © E(RTC',V) .
b) If JSf, is not equivalent to P,
(5)

d e r , ^ = { f v^^X.eLl.
l*=o
J

^[F]^0,
der^ = der^^.
7f [F] = 0, r/ier^ may exist a non formal derivation
S = ^ + n,

wA^r^ ^ is formal and its components E^ belong to Mi°^,^(N) © Rl;
moreover
(6)

der J^ = der, J^, © E(R ^,v).

Proq/l - Let ^ be a derivation of JSf,. Denote by Entity the
s(>ace of intertwinning maps T of the adjoint action with itself:
TJSf,(u,,i?,) = ^(Tu,,y,) = JSfv(u,,Ti;,) for all u,,i;,6E(N,v). It is
easily checked that [^,T]€Ent^ whenever TeEnt-Sf^ and that
[T,T] = 0 on the derived ideal of E(N,v) hence (lemma 4.3) on E(N,v)
itself for all T,TeEntJ$f,.
Since v i e Ent J^» it follows from the latter that, for each
TeE(N,v), T(vi<v) = vT(i^). Thus T is formal. It is easily seen that
E n t ( N , P ) = R l . If T = ^ v * T t , it follows by induction on k that
k

Tk = ^1 for some ^ € R. Thus Ti^ = 0 ^ 0 ^ ^ for some Oy e E(R,v).
We have thus Of (vUy) - v^(u^) = fly o u^ for some a^ e E(R,v). As in
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the case of star-products, 3> - a^on' is formal, thus
^=.^+^071'
00

with ^v = £ v*Dfc.
k=0

For QY = 1 -h v*E, Q* ^fy has the same components as JSfy up to
k — 1 and its k-th components is Cj, — 3E. Moreover, P = 81. It
follows that JSf^ is always equivalent either to P, either to a formal
00

deformation of type P + £ v*^, with [CJ^R[P], by a map R^
k=kQ

"

which is formal and whose components are local and nc up to constant
multiples of 1.
Such a R^ transforms the sets (5) and (6) into sets of the same type. We
may thus replace ^ by R*J^.
Assume first that ^ = P. It is trivial that n' is a derivation of
(E(N,v),P). Thus ^ is a derivation. Since [^v.^J = ZV^D^P] = 0,
k

the Dfc's are derivations of (N,P). Hence a).
Assume that
^ - P + § v^Cfc,
k=*o

with [C^^R[P]. The component 4 - 1 of [^,JSfJ = 0 gives
[Dko-i,P] +flo4C^=0.
Since [C^]^R[P], by lemma 4.1, it implies f l o = 0 . Thus ^ takes the
form
Q

= Qf^

+

fly ° ^

for some a^€E(R,v).
The 0-(A component of [^,JSfJ = 0 reads [Do,P] = 0.
If tjl ^ 0, it follows that Do = Lx for some X e L and thus
2 - Q^ =vQ'. Repeating the same argument for the new derivation
Q ' , it follows by induction that
(7)

^ = £ v^p^eL.Vk).
*=o

We have thus proved the first part of b).
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If [F] = 0, either Do is always Lx for some X € L and all the
derivations take the form (7), or correcting 3> by some Qf^ (X e L), we
may assume that Do = L^ — 1. If a'o = 0,
0 = [3^\ = [Do,Cy + [D^,P]
contradicts [Cj^] ^ 0. Thus a^ is invertible and S = Oy"1 o 3> is a
derivation. We have shown that either der oSf^ = d^v «^v or ^ere exists a
derivation
<r=<^4-7C,

where <?y = Z v^ and Eo = a'o"1^-!).
k=0

Substracting a'o^ to ^, we obtain a derivation v^'. Thus, by
induction, 3 takes the form
^ = £ v^+^o^,
k=0

with X f c G L and (\€E(R,v).
Let us give some more details about S : the Ej^s take the form
Efc -h flfcl, with Ek local and nc. It is true for k = 0. Assume that it is
true for k < <f. Then [<?,-SfvL = 0 shows that [E^,P] is local and nc.
The conclusion follows from lemma 4.1.
The question of determining which equivalence classes of formal
deformations admit non formal derivations is more intricated than for starproducts. Of course the formal deformations constructed in § 3 provide
interesting examples. It should be observed that © = In + 1. So in
part b) of theorem 4.4, n can be replaced by ©. The term Eo of the
derivation S^ has the form 9L^ + (1 -9)1. The main difference with the
derivation 3 of type © considered in § 3, for instance in lemma 3.1, is
that the formal part of 3 is assumed to be nc. This requires that
Do = L^. It fixes [CJ and finally -S^ up to equivalence, while the
existence of S provides only a much weaker information about -Sf^BIBLIOGRAPHY
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